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Two questions

• Does globalization lead to more financial instability, 
and, if so, why?

• Do financial crises affect the path of globalization?



Globalization and crises



www.macrohistory.net/data



Financial crises

Sources: Reinhart and Rogoff 2009; Jorda, Schularick, and Taylor 2011.



Financial globalization

Source: Obstfeld and Taylor 2003



Bank capital and short term debt

Liability structure of banking system in 17 advanced economies. 
Source: Jorda et al 2017



The Holy Grail of Macrofinance

• Why do financial crises happen?

• For predictive purposes: credit booms
• Best early warning is credit: Schularick/Taylor, AER, 2012
• Evidence on current account deficits less compelling
• Hint: borrowers and lenders get into trouble



Crisis prediction



But what causes credit booms?

• The capital view: excessive risk taking by rational actors
• Incentive and agency problems lead to excessive risk-taking of 

rational agents
• Close correlation between “skin in the game” and financial 

stability

• Minsky-Kindleberger behavioral view
• Crises are caused by spurts of credit-fueled mispricing of 

assets and their sudden repricing (e.g., Gennaioli, Shleifer, 
Vishny (2013); Baron and Xiong (2016))

• Crises are orthogonal to bank capital. Everyone is caught in 
the same heuristic bubble. 

• If anything, liquidity matters when the mispricing is apparent.



Balance sheets around crises



So where does globalization fit in?

• International capital flows provide fuel for the fire of 
credit booms (cf. subprime, reserve accumulation)

• International lending booms can set domestic leverage 
cycles in motion

• Global financial intermediaries transmit and amplify 
crises

 Some role for international factors in making 
economies more crisis-prone, esp. EM
 Yet ultimate causes for financial instability likely to be 

found elsewhere (behavioral, etc)



Crises and globalization



Capital market integration: back to the 1980s

• Feldstein-Horioka test
• Correlation (β) between

domestic saving and
investment

• β could be zero in open 
capital market

Source: Bank of England



Political after-effects



Goodbye financial crisis, hello political crash



Post-crisis politics

• How does the political landscape change after 
financial crises?

• We coded a new large dataset covering 800 general 
election results in 20 countries since 1870

• We then quantified the political after-effects of 
more than 100 systemic financial crises



Tragedy of the left

Source: Funke, Schularick, and Trebesch (2016)



Political polarization after crises



Political aftermath of crises

• Crises and disappointment with elites gives rise to 
populism and political polarization

• Hard right turns
• The political far right is the biggest beneficiary from financial 

crises
• Rise of nationalism and rightwing populism typical: effective 

in blaming other groups
• Governance becomes harder when it matters most

• The effects are specific to the aftermath of financial 
crises

• Not observable in either normal recessions or non-financial 
macro-disasters



Populist backlash

Source: Funke, Schularick, Trebesch 2017



Populists in power

• How do financial markets react to populist 
takeovers?

• What do populists do in power?
• In Funke et al (2017) we study virtually all episodes 

of populist governments in the past 100 years
• We show that – against conventional wisdom –

financial markets often embrace populist agendas
• Stock markets often rally, the ‘Trump trade’ is no 

exception
• Don't bank on financial markets to keep populism in 

check: there is no market disciplining.



Financial markets and populists

Source: Funke, Schularick, and Trebesch (2017)



Why do markets like populists?

The economic record is often not a disaster, sometimes the 
policies work

• Economy recovers after crises, populists catch the upswing

Populist policies a boon for earnings of national companies
• Devaluations increase profitability in local currency
• Public spending boosts demand
• Protectionism reduces competition

Populists often get into power in times of intense 
distributional struggles. 

• Right wing populist minimize taxation of "capitalists“ so that 
business confidence gets a boost



Democracy is the main victim

The figure shows the average level (red lines, y-axes) of the PolityIV score (left panel), the ICRG “democratic
accountability” risk rating (right panel). PolityIV ranges from -10 (full autocracy) to +10 (full democracy).
ICRG “democratic accountability” ranges from highest risk in autocracies (0 points) to lowest risk in
alternating democracies (+6 points). PolityIV covers 1870-2015 and ICRG 1984-2017. The shaded area is a
90% confidence interval. Year -2 to +8 relative to the populist takeover are shown. Entry and exit dates of
leaders come from the Archigos database.

Source: Funke, Schularick, and Trebesch (2017)



Conclusions



The liberal view of globalization

“It may be said without exaggeration that the (…) 
increase of international trade (…) is the great 
permanent security for uninterrupted progress.”

John Stuart Mill, Principles of Political Economy, 1848



The realist view

Globalization always contains the seeds of its own 
destruction:

1) It polarizes the income distribution within countries.

2) It leads to the rise of new antagonistic powers.

3) It brings contagious financial instability.



Globalization and crisis

• Back to the questions from the beginning about 
globalization and crisis: a two-way street

• Globalization can spread financial contagion and 
magnify financial vulnerabilities

• Crises and their after-effects can trigger political 
turns that threaten an open international order

• This second channel clearly vey present today
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